
GLOSSARY

《Management of uncertainty – dynamics of change and problems of control》Glossary

Certainty【確実性】Here it is used in the sense of constructing evidence for political or juridical

decision-making, because such decisions are necessarily based on knowledge; and their legitimacy

depends highly on the ascribed certainty of the knowledge used.

Coping strategies【対処方法】Experiential methods used by (collective) actors to deal with uncertain

situations and probable devastating events.

Culture【文化】Patterned ways to behave and think shared by a certain group of people.

Disaster Management【災害管理】A system to reduce the damage from disaster including structural

measures (e.g. earthquake-resistant buildings, seawalls) and non-structural measures (e.g. disaster

prevention plan, disaster drill and education, local knowledge of past disasters).

Governance【管理】An analytical concept to describe the change of the state’s role in political

processes of decision-making. Governance (unlike “government”) emphasizes the meaning of

originally non-political stakeholders (civil society, economic actors, scientific experts, lays etc.) and

their relations to the state when a political decision and its legitimation are at stake.

Innovation management【革新管理】All sorts of strategies and tools to organize technological

innovation processes that intend to put enterprises in a position to create new products and/or

processes.

Investigative journalism【調査報道】 A kind of journalism in which reporters investigate a topic for a

comparatively long time and publish the results of their research in order to reveal otherwise hidden

grievances.

Modern society【近代社会】 In contrast to traditional societies, modern societies are based on the

assumption that social evolution is neither steered by fate nor pre-structured by a divine order but is

depending on decisions and the logic of functional differentiation of social spheres (such as politics,

law, science, or economy). This constellation, characterized by the hope to solve any problem through

growing rationalization with the tools of science, technology and bureaucracy, was described as

first-modern constellation (Ulrich Beck). Beck argued, that since the 1970s, the side-effects of this

constellation are undermining their own productivity and are inducing structural changes in society.

Therefore, a second modernity is formed.

Path-dependency【経路依存】like QWERTY (the key arrangement of computer keyboard), either

rational or not, the range of choices at present is conditioned by past decisions cumulatively.

Rationalization【合理化】One of the main processes in the evolution of modern societies which is

connected to the idea that subsumes any social practice dealing with a systematic calculation of

means for chosen purposes.

Risk【リスク】a probability of damage caused by an undesirable event in the future, and the

probability is quantified based on the statistical analysis of past events.

Social contexts【社会的文脈】One and the same information may mean something entirely different,

may have very different consequences, depending on the social context in which it is interpreted.

Context might refer cultural (==> culture) differences, to functional differences (e.g.: political, legal,

scientific points of view), to the differences between groups, milieus, classes and the like.
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Transparency【透明性】A central value to enable the creation and formation of democratic publics. It

especially means to grant access to publicly relevant data, documents, and information that were

kept secret or remained unpublished formerly and the right to know who is the actor behind the

information.

Uncertainty【不確実性】Events of which probability is immeasurable and damage is unpredictable

because of the scarcity of information.
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